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***

Biden’s more than one-hour speech in Congress without obvious mental crack-downs was
completely out of line with Biden’s regular and quickly worsening health condition. Biden’s
ability to perform for more than one hour in Congress can only have been due to a special
and extremely hard cocktail of drugs and stimulants.

The  effects  from the  special  hard  drug-mix  Biden  must  have  gotten  for  his  7  March  2024
State of the Union speech in Congress have worn off.

Probably even worse: Biden in the aftermath of his extra big drug-dose 7 March 2024 may
well  suffer  from  the  hang-over  effects  of  hard  drugs  –  symptoms  like  fatigue,  mental
depression,  and  increased  disorientation  or  even  fits  of  hallucinations.

Two days later after his State of the Union speech, Biden has already returned to his usual
lack of situational awareness. Biden’s unmissable Alzheimer and dementia symptoms are
back in full public display – worse every day – all the time.

Biden again cannot even hold a few minutes talk without the most humiliating signs of
dementia and Alzheimer.

“the same building where our freedom came under assault on July 6th” –

(oops, should have been January 6th)
we cut the deficit, and we added more to the national deficit than any
president – (clearly deranged)
forgets  the  name  of  the  Federal  Reserve  and  its  chief  –  refers
disparagingly to him as “that outfit”
“Send me to Congress” – (oops, should have been White House)
“I know all these leaders of Europe … they pull me aside and say: ‘I
can’t win again’ ”.
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After the one-hour parenthesis of Biden’s probably drug-driven circus performance of rants,
raised voicing, and anger in Congress, Biden is again getting more and more disoriented all
the time. And remember, that Biden in any crisis situation will have to decide between
nuclear war or not.

The US will in November 2024 choose between a possible US “leader” who doesn’t know
what he says, where he is, who is who in France, Egypt and elsewhere, and what countries
Mexico,  Gaza,  Ukraine  etc.  are  affected  by  what  conflict.  Or  another  US  leader  who  does
know, but whom a lot of “liberals” will hate to see back in office.
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